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Waterspouts over Croatan Sound, N. C.
The accompanying sketch (FIGURE 1) illustrates the forms of a beautiful large
water-spout witnessed from Nags Head,
N. C., on June 20, 1945.* As the visibility
was excellent, it made an impressive sight.
It occurred between 3 : 4 5 and 4 P.M. E W T ,
over Croatan Sound which is on the other
side of Roanoke Island f r o m Nags Head.
There was a 100-foot water tower at Manteo
almost between us and the spout, and the
tower looked insignificant indeed beneath the
huge column of cloud.
The spout formed under ideal conditions
f o r this locality: that is, a gentle east (or
E N E ) wind at Nags Head and across the
north end of Roanoke Island, and a fresh
SSW wind from Pamlico Sound seeking to
push its way into and to displace the east
wind. Under these conditions a long row of
cumulonimbi develops across Croatan Sound
* Photographs of this spout were published in Look
for Oct. 16, 1945, p. 8. The first photo corresponds
to about stage 6 or 7 in FIG. 1 herewith; 2nd photo
between stages 7 and 8, 3rd photo with stage 8, and
4th just after stage 9. The photographer was much
nearer the spout than we were.

and Roanoke Island, with the sky more or
less free from them elsewhere. W e often see
minor vortices start to f o r m in these circumstances, and every once in a while a major
spout appears, such as this one.
W e had two large spouts under the same
circumstances and along the same path on
July 8, 1942, at 12:30 P.M., the first of
which is illustrated in FIGURE 2.
In the case of the June 20 spout, the vortex seemed to have great difficulty penetrating the last 500 feet or so of air before
reaching the surface. In view no. 3 (FIGURE
1) the cloud was thicker part way down than
at the top.
The " p e d e s t a l " or cloud of spray at the
base must have been 400 feet high, f o r it
was several times higher than the top of
the pine forest on Roanoke Island, and was
several miles beyond them. We should guess
the height of the visible cloud column to have
been around 1,600 feet, but it could have
been higher, though probably not lower than
this figure. The diameter was, Ave should
think, 300 feet.

FIGURE 1. Progressive stages in the development and dissipation of the waterspout of
June 20, 1945, near Nags Head, N . C. (this and FIG. 2 traced by J. H. Conover f r o m
sketches by Frank B. Dinwiddie).
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FIGURE 2. Successive stages of a waterspout, as seen f r o m Nags
1942, 12:30 P.M. E W T , observer facing S. (Spout was about 4 or 5
the tallest dunes shown are about l 1 /^ miles away and 140 feet high.)
view about 12 to 15 minutes. The spout was noticeably translucent
7, 8, and 9.
A t its first appearance the spout was
translucent f o r a while, showing a hollow
cylindrical or tubular structure.
Rotation
was clearly counter-clockwise, and quite
rapid—a full turn every 3 seconds at its
fattest part, or maybe in less time, gauging
roughly by the fragments of detached cloud
wisps along the sides of the funnel. This
would allow f o r wind velocity in the spout
of 200 miles an hour or more, which we think
quite possible.
A f t e r the spout withdrew, the cumulonimbus developed into a heavy thunderstorm ad-

Head, N. C., July 8,
miles f r o m observer,
This spout lasted in
(hollow?) at stages

vancing from SW X W , with high wind f r o m
SSW, force 7. As the squall front made
very slow progress in displacing the light
E N E breeze, f o r 15 minutes we stood in virtual calm and watched furious whitecaps
churning the water less than y 2 mile f r o m
us, and heard them roar, too. There was
no appreciable drop in temperature with the
arrival of the squall wind, but there was
evidently a change to drier air. This " v e s t pocket f r o n t " seemed to be a contrast of
humidities rather than of temperatures.—
Frank B. Dinwiddie, Manteo, N. C.

Anemometer Slowage Indicators*
RONALD L .

IVES

Dugway Proving Ground, Tooele, Utah
IND STRUCTURE STUDIES, i n w h i c h

W

the

total number of contact closures of
each of a series of anemometers, arranged in various vertical and horizontal patterns, were compared, gave highly discrepant
results whenever one of the anemometers
stopped, or slowed to approximately the
i starting 1 1 value during all or a part of the
observing interval. When wind speeds were
variable, short term slowages or stoppages
were not always shown by the number of
contact closures. In a few instances, when
* Published by permission of Chief, Chemical Warfare Service, U.S.A.

the total number of contact closures indicated a travel equivalent to a speed of ten
miles per hour during the observing interval,
the actual wind behavior consisted of a calm,
followed by a localized squall (dust devil or
sand squall, in most instances).
Wind gradients, measured when average
speeds were slow, would indicate a speed of
3 mph at 30 f e e t ; 1.7 mph at 14 feet, and
dead calm below that level, even though
tests with more sensitive and less rugged
instruments would show no such " b r o k e n "
gradient curve. I f , during* an observing interval, there was a short-lived increase in
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speed, the resultant contact closure count
would show all anemometer speeds above
minimums, but the plotted curve would contain a " b r e a k " (not always obvious) at
some point, and the results would be invalid f o r the purpose of the study.
To eliminate time-consuming reduction of
records later found invalid because of such
slowages, and to prevent inadvertant inclusion of records invalidated by short term
slowages in the final computations, two related instruments, a slowage indicator, and a
slowage duration indicator, were developed.
Some months of continued use shows that
these instruments are satisfactory and dependable in operation, and discloses that
many records, previously thought to be valid,
were actually invalidated by short term
slowages. 1
GENERAL

CONSIDERATIONS

Anemometers used in this study ( T y p e
M L - 8 0 , with specially fitted bearings and defrosters) were found to be erratic and undependable in their response to wind speeds
less than 1.6 miles per hour. Allowing a
margin of safety, a minimum dependable
response speed of two miles per hour was
arbitrarily set. Under these conditions, recordings made when the anemometer contacts closed once every 30 seconds, or oftener,
were considered valid, and those made when
any of the contact closures during a reporting period were more widely spaced in time
were considered invalid.
1 Results
of these studies, when
cleared, will be reported separately.

FIGURE 1.

completed

and

Because recordings were planned to cover
a period of more than a year, extreme dependability of equipment was desired. Shortage of skilled personnel made necessary
mechanical and electrical designs requiring a
minimum of servicing.
PRELIMINARY

EXPERIMENTS

Preliminary experiments, using a theoretically elegant i ( shot-in-the-arm'' relay-condenser timing circuit, 2 led to the development
of a very simple slowage indicator, which,
while somewhat satisfactory, lacked the
ruggedness necessary f o r the local environment, and had an inadequate margin of
safety, so that it could not be depended
upon to operate 24 hours daily, seven days a
week, without failures.
Somewhat better success was obtained with
condenser-resistance timers using vacuum
tubes. From these were developed several
range switches f o r application to the Grinnell
recording anemometer and similar devices. 3
Substitution of electric clock movements
and stepping switches f o r sensitive relays,
vacuum tubes, and large condenser banks led
to the development of a number of satisfactory and dependable slowage indicators,
some of which could run unattended f o r
2 Ives,
R. L., The Relay Oscillator and Related
Devices, Journal of the Franklin Institute, in press.
3 Outlined
in Grinnell, S. W., Some
Instruments
Used by Division
10, NDRC
at Dugway
Proving
Ground for the Continuous
Recording
of
Micrometeorological Data, OSRD 6088, 8-10, 25, Fig. 3A.
A complete and rigorous report is in preparation.
Ives, R. L., Automatic Range Switching
Equipment
for the Grinnell Wind Speed Recorder, out for clearance.

Circuit diagram of slowage indicator.
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more than three months without attention or
failure, despite somewhat unfavorable environmental conditions. The two most successful of these devices will be described
here.
SLOWAGE

INDICATOR

Circuit arrangement of the slowage indicator is shown in FIG. 1. This device consists,
basically, of a stepping switch, which is
stepped up one contact every 30 seconds by
the electric clock, acting through an impulse
limiter; and is stepped down by closure of
the anemometer
contacts, provided
the
anemometer contacts close .within 30 seconds of the step up impulse. I f , however,
the anemometer does not make contact
within 30 seconds after the first step up impulse, the stepping switch contact arm goes
to contact 2, the alarm circuit closes, and
remains closed until the circuit is reset.

As installed in a photorecorder, this slowage indicator was reset by the camera control clock, and the alarm circuit consisted of
a lamp on the instrument panel, which
lighted when the anemometer slowed below
minimum dependable speed. In place of the
anemometer shown in FIG. 1 was the anemeter controlled relay, used so that the anemometer could control a number of devices
without overloading the contacts or creating
circuit interlock.
Construction of the slowage indicator is
shown in FIG. 2. Surface mounting of all
moving parts was found desirable, so that
sand could be blown out periodically.
S L O W AGE-DURATION

INDICATOR

Circuit of the slowage duration indicator
is shown in FIG. 3. This consists, basically,
of a slowage indicator, with a clock in the
" a l a r m " circuit of FIG. 1, and a second

FIGURE 2. Slowage indicator as installed. Notched disk in lower left is the clock cam;
stepping switch is at lower right. Relay at upper left is the clock impulse limiter, relay at
upper right is the reset relay. Limiter condenser and transformer to power the alarm circuit
are mounted inside the 5 " by 6 " by 9 " steel cabinet.
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FIGURE 3.

Circuit of slowage duration indicator.

duration indicator, so connected that it disconnects the clock when the anemometer
speed again rises to minimum dependable
indicating speed.
In this circuit, the stepping switches are
controlled by the anemometer through an
isolating relay ( 3 ) and a condenser-relay
limiter ( 4 ) .
The clock, through a limiter
( 5 ) , steps switch .1 up one contact every 30
seconds, and through the limiter ( 5 ) and
the ratchet relay ( 6 ) releases switch 2 once
every minute.
When the anemometer makes two or more
contacts per minute, the contact arm of
switch 1 never progresses beyond contact 1,
and the clock circuit remains open.

When the anemometer fails to make a contact in any 30 second interval, the arm progresses to contact 2. This closes the " o f f
normal' ? contacts of switch 1, energizing
the clock, which runs until the current is
shut off.
When the anemometer reattains minimum
dependable recording speed, the contacting
arm of switch 2 progresses to contact 2. This
energizes relay 7 momentarily through the
condenser C 4, which in turn actuates the
time delay circuit (relay 8, C 5 ) , controlling
the release circuit of stepping switch 1. This
shuts the clock off. Duration readings are
cumulative until the clock is reset, which is
most conveniently done by use of a solenoid
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actuated heart cam, as in FIG. 4. Several
other reset mechanisms operating on similar
principles can be used.4

CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES

Construction of these slowage indicators
determines their dependability
and the
amount of servicing required.
Experience
indicates that telephone type equipment will
stand up under operating conditions f o r several months without shutdown, and that servicing of this equipment is easy and quick.
I f more elegant and expensive laboratory
type equipment is used, power consumption
is reduced slightly, and maintenance and
shutdowns increased greatly.

FIGURE 4. Solenoid actuated heart cam mechanism
for resetting clock of slowage duration indicator.

Study of the circuit will show that condenser C 4 is left charged after the clock is
stopped. This charge is shorted out on the
next release of switch 2, as the contact arm
passes over contact 1. The time delay circuit (C 5, relay 8) keeps the release coil of
switch 1 energized long enough to permit
the arm to return to zero position. Without
this slight time delay (0.05 sec max.), releasing of switch may be undependable.

S U M M A R Y AND

CONCLUSIONS

Experience with these and related slowage
indicating devices indicates that those embodying condenser-resistor timers are not
suitable f o r use with standard anemometers,
although they are very satisfactory with
those having very short contacting intervals,
and that those using electric clocks, stepping
switches, and similar rugged electromechanical devices, are highly satisfactory f o r continuous operation under unfavorable environmental conditions.
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Automatic Wind-Speed Timing-1
RONALD L .

IVES

Dugway Proving Ground, Tooele, Utah

The conventional method of determining
wind speed by counting the number of speed
signals in one timed minute each observation
period can be made fully automatic by use
of several electrical timers. Use of automatic wind speed timing shortens the observation period, and eliminates many human
errors. Three satisfactory automatic wind
timers will be briefly described here.
* Published by permission of Chief, Chemical Warfare Service, U. S. A.

CONDENSER-RELAY

TIMER

When a direct current relay is shunted by
a condenser, the relay coil energized, and the
energizing power disconnected, the relay
armature will remain down, after the battery
circuit is opened, until the condenser discharge current through the relay falls below the " d r o p o u t " value f o r the relay.
Employing this principle, the timer of
FIG. 1 was constructed.
In this circuit,
when the push button ( P B , FIG. 1) is
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pressed, the condenser C is charged, and the
armature of the relay E is pulled down.
A f t e r the button is released, the relay arma-

Although useful because of its simplicity,
this timer, as shown, needs overhauling after
each 200 operations, on the average. Use of
a sensitive auxiliary relay, or of snap action
contacts on the timer relay eliminates contact trouble.
ELECTRONIC TIMER

FIGURE 1.

Relay-Condenser Wind Timer.

ture remains down f o r a time determined by
the circuit constants, and very closely approximated by the formula: 1
T = 2.303 EC log 10

(.E/BIa),

where
T = closure time after battery circuit is
opened (seconds),
E = relay resistance (ohms),
C = condenser capacity ( f a r a d s ) ,
E — battery voltage (volts), and
— drop out current of relay (amperes).
While the relay armature is down, the circuit
through the anemometer, relay contacts, and
counter is operative, and the counter will
indicate the number of anemometer contacts
during the timed interval.
Practical tests of this timer show that it
is subject to trouble f r o m temperature
changes, vibration, and contact burning.
Standard relays, used in this circuit, do not
open instantaneously, so that if the anemometer makes contact at the end of the timing
period, the counter current passes through
the relay contacts as they are opening, and
tends to either burn or weld them.
1 Derivation
of formulas, limitations thereof, and
operational features of these timers are discussed fully
in Ives, R. L., The Relay Oscillator and Related Devices, Journal of the Franklin Institute, in press.

Tests of several electronic interval timers,
marketed under the general name ' i Darkroom Timers, 1 1 showed that they were no
better, and no worse, than the Telay-condenser timer previously described, were subject to the same troubles, and were quite
expensive when accuracies better than one
percent were desired. Use of an auxiliary
relay in the counter circuit was found essential. Full descriptions of these electronic
timers have been published elsewhere.2
CLOCK

TIMER

Dependability and ruggedness of the commercial electric clock movement suggested
that it, rather than a theoretically more elegant time interval unit, would make a satisfactory nucleus f o r a wind timer. Successful experiments with electric clock movements and rugged commercial relays led to
the development of the timer shown in FIGS.
2 and 3.
Operation of this circuit, although apparently involved, is actually quite simple.
When the supply circuit is completed, the
transformer (lower l e f t ) is energized, and
the pilot light ( G ) indicates that the timer
is ready f o r operation.
To operate, set the counter to zero, and
close the push button ( A ) momentarily.
This closes the locking relay ( L ) , which
starts the clock, energizes the anemometercounter circuit, lights the left upper pilot
( E ) , connects the release coil of relay ( L ) ,
and disables the release mechanism of relay
( E ) . As soon as relay ( L ) is closed, the
counter starts recording closures of the anemometer contacts, which are visibly indicated
by the right hand pilot ( E ) , shunted across
the counter coil.
2 Cockrell, W . D., Industrial Electronic
York, 1944, 177-182; 129-133.

Control, New
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FIGURE 2.

Circuit of a Clock Wind-Timer.

Rotation of the clock cam moves the contact arm of the roller actuated microswitcli
(above clock cam, FIG. 2) upward, closing
the upper contacts and opening the lower.
This energizes locking relay ( R ) , which then
takes over control of the clock-counter-pilotanemometer circuit (lower contacts), connects the release coil of relay ( R ) in circuit,
ready f o r operation at the end of one minute
(upper contacts), and releases the armature
or relay ( L ) (center contacts). When the
armature of relay ( L ) has risen, the release
circuit is automatically broken by opening
of the upper contacts.
When the clock cam has made one complete revolution, the switch roller drops into
the notch, opening the upper contacts and
closing the lower. This energizes the release
circuit of relay ( R ) , which permits the
armature to rise, opening all timer circuits.
The counter reading is now the number of
anemometer contacts during one minute.
When the counter is reset to zero, the timer
is ready f o r another observation.
MECHANICAL

CONSTRUCTION

Several timers of this general type have
been built. Although all of them performed
satisfactorily, the amount of maintenance

work necessary is controlled by the type of
construction. One of the most satisfactory,
built on a relay rack panel, and with a
factor of safety of about ten in all components, is shown in FIG. 3. A timer constructed in this manner needs the dust blown
out of it about once a month, the pilot lights
replaced quarterly, and the contacts cleaned
annually. Its estimated service life is ten
years, minimum, in a dusty locality. A f t e r
more than 5000 operations, no component
shows any signs of weakening.
CIRCUIT MODIFICATIONS

Various circuit modifications, most of
them obvious, can be made to adapt this
timer f o r use in photorecorders. The actuating push button ( A ) can be replaced by
a clock contact if desired; and the counter
can be reset electrically by use of a solenoid-actuated heart cam mechanism.
One
model is now in use with Stromberg printing
timers and counters to print the observations
on tape. Further adaptation, to make the
timer punch out the record on a teletype
tape at observation time, imposes no serious
electrical or mechanical problem, should such
operation be desired.
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FIGURE 3. Clock Timer constructed on a Relay Rack Panel. The electric counter
indicator is mounted on an angle bracket so that it can be read by a standing operator.
CONCLUSIONS

Practical experience with the several wind
speed timers here briefly described indicates
that all have practical uses, but that the
clock timer, because of ruggedness, depend-

ability, and versatility is the most dependable. It is also the least costly to build and
maintain. Wider use of timers of this type
should expedite routine and research wind
observations.

New Electronic Computer
The first all-electronic general purpose computer was recently completed by the University of Pennsylvania f o r the Aberdeen Proving Ground. Originally developed to compute
lengthy and complicated firing and bombing tables f o r ordnance equipment, machines of this
type are expected to solve equally complex peacetime problems such as those of nuclear
physics, aerodynamics and dynamic weather prediction. The original idea came from Dr.
John W . Mauchly who had previously been faced with many physical and meteorological
problems requiring voluminous calculation.
The Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer (or E N I A C ) was built at the
Moore School of Electrical Engineering of the University.
The speed of the computer is phenomenal. I f used to maximum capacity, the computer
will carry out in five minutes more than ten million additions or subtractions of ten-figure
a second and can do a number of disnumbers. It performs a single addition in %ooo
tinct additions simultaneously. It can complete a single multiplication by a ten-digit multiplier in y SQ0 of a second. A nine-digit result in division or square root extraction can be
obtained in y s s of a second. First, the scientist analyzes his problem so that he can write
down mathematical equations that express the phenomena involved. Then he breaks down
the mathematical formulation into a sequence of additions, subtractions, multiplications,
divisions, square root extractions and transfers f r o m unit to unit of the E N I A C so that the
machine can be prepared to make the computations. Finally, the machine itself is prepared
to handle the problem. Program switches are set, numbers put into the function-table
memory by setting its switches and connections established between units of the E N I A C
f o r the communication of programming and numerical information. Then the information
is f e d into the machine f r o m punched cards and lights begin to blink on and off so fast that
the eye cannot follow the mechanism at work. Then, in less time than seems possible, the
answer comes out on punched cards and the work is done.—S.S,
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